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Abstract
A pseudo-Riemannian manifold is called CSI if all scalar polynomial
invariants constructed from the curvature tensor and its covariant deriva-
tives are constant. In the Lorentzian case, the CSI spacetimes have been
studied extensively due to their application to gravity theories. It is con-
jectured that a CSI spacetime is either locally homogeneous or belongs to
the subclass of degenerate Kundt metrics. Independent of this conjecture,
any CSI spacetime can be related to a particular locally homogeneous
degenerate Kundt metric sharing the same scalar polynomial curvature
invariants. In this paper we will invariantly classify the entire subclass
of locally homogeneous CSI Kundt spacetimes which are of alignment
type D to all orders and show that any other CSI Kundt metric can be
constructed from them.
1 Introduction
In the last decade there has been a program of classifying spacetimes where the
elements in the set of all scalar polynomial curvature invariants (SPIs):
I = {R,RabcdR
abcd, . . . , Rabcd;eR
abcd;e, . . .},
are all constant, such spacetimes are called CSI spacetimes. For Riemannian
spaces, the set I locally characterizes the manifold completely, and so any Rie-
mannian space with the CSI property must be locally homogeneous (l.h.) [1].
Clearly, any l.h. space is CSI irrespective of the signature of the metric. For
the pseudo-Riemannian spaces there exists classes of manifolds which cannot be
uniquely characterized locally by their SPIs which are CSI but not l.h. [2, 3, 4].
In the particular case of Lorentzian signature there are many examples of CSI
metrics which are not l.h. [5, 6, 7, 8].
The CSI spacetimes are of great importance to general relativity (GR) with
many applications to alternative gravity theories as well. Important examples
in GR can be found within the subclass of CSI spacetimes where all SPIs vanish,
1
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the so-called VSI spacetimes, such as the PP-wave spacetimes and Kundt-wave
spacetimes which model massless radiation propagating at the speed of light in
a flat universe [9, 10]. Both of these solutions and more general VSI spacetimes
have been shown to exhibit chaotic geodesic motion [11, 12]. As another exam-
ple, exact gravitational waves in anti-de Sitter space can be represented by the
Siklos spacetimes which are CSI spacetimes [13, 14]. These spacetimes have also
been shown to contain Ricci solitons [15] and admit solutions with non-generic
supersymmetries [16].
Both the higher-dimensional VSI and CSI spacetimes are known to to admit
solutions to supergravity theories [17, 18]. Furthermore, the PP-wave spacetimes
have been proven to be solutions to the vacuum equations of all gravitational
theories with a Lagrangian constructed from SPIs [19]. Any spacetime with
this property is known as a universal spacetime and this property has been
shown to hold for more general VSI spacetimes [20]. Universal spacetimes have
been further investigated and it is now known that they are necessarily CSI
[21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27].
The condition that a spacetime with metric, g, is not uniquely characterized
locally by its SPIs implies that there exists a smooth (one-parameter) deforma-
tion of the metric, g˜τ , with g˜0 = g and g˜τ , τ > 0 not diffeomorphic to g yielding
the same set I, such a space is called I-degenerate [28, 4]. This definition is
often difficult to implement, instead I-degeneracy can be stated in terms of the
structure of the curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives in relation to the
action of a boost on a chosen null coframe {n, ℓ,mi}, ℓ′ = λℓ, n′ = λ−1n,. For
an arbitrary tensor, T, of rank n the components transform as
T ′a1a2...an = λ
ba1a2...anTa1a2...an , ba1a2...an =
n∑
i=1
(δai0 − δai1), (1)
where δab denotes the Kronecker delta symbol. The quantity, ba1a2...an , is called
the boost weight (b.w) of the frame component Ta1a2...ap . Any tensor can be
decomposed in terms of the b.w. of its components and hence be classified by
identifying null directions relative to which the components of a given tensor
have a particular b.w. configuration. This is called the alignment classifica-
tion, in 4D it reproduces the Petrov and Segre classifications, while in higher
dimensions it provides a coarser classification of tensors [29, 30, 31, 32].
We will define the maximum b.w. of a tensor, T, for a null direction ℓ as
the boost order, and denote it as BT(ℓ). The Weyl tensor and any rank two
tensor, T, can be broadly classified into five alignment types: G,I, II, III, and
N if there exists an ℓ such that BT(ℓ) = 2, 1, 0,−1,−2, respectively, and we
will say ℓ is T-aligned. If T vanishes, then it belongs to alignment type O. For
higher rank tensors, like the covariant derivatives of the curvature tensor, it is
possible that |BT(ℓ)| may be greater than two but the alignment types are still
applicable. The definition of an I-degenerate spacetime can now be given as
a spacetime that admits a null frame such that all of the positive b.w. terms
of the curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives are zero in this common
frame, that is they are all of alignment type II [33].
Any Lorentzian manifold or spacetime admitting a geodesic, shear-free, twist-
free, non-expanding null congruence, ℓ, belongs to the class of Kundt spacetimes
[9]. Within the set of I-degenerate spacetimes, the Kundt spacetimes play an
important role. The Kundt spacetimes for which the curvature tensors and its
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covariant derivatives are of alignment type II are known as the degenerate Kundt
spacetimes. In the three-dimensional (3D) and four-dimensional (4D) cases, all
I-degenerate spacetimes are contained in the degenerate Kundt spacetimes [34].
It is conjectured that any D-dimensional I-degenerate spacetime is a degener-
ate Kundt spacetime [28]. Due to the above result, in 3D and 4D, all CSI
spacetimes are either l.h. or they belong to the degenerate Kundt class [7, 6].
In arbitrary dimension it has been proven that VSI spacetimes belong to the
degenerate Kundt class [35]. Indeed, all known CSI spacetimes which are not
l.h. belong to the Kundt class of metrics and there is strong evidence for the
following:
Conjecture 1.1. A Lorentizan CSI space is either:
1. A l.h. space; or
2. A degenerate Kundt metric.
Through a sequence of papers several results have supported this conjecture.
For example, the alignment theorem implies that those CSI spaces which are not
l.h., and hence I-degenerate, must be of type II to all orders [33]. Furthermore,
a frame can be found so that all boost weight 0 components of the curvature
tensors are constants (the so-called CSIF property) [6]. The subset of CSI
spacetimes belonging to the Kundt class are called Kundt-CSI. For Kundt-CSI
metrics, the metric functions must satisfy particular differential equations [7, 6,
18]; these conditions will be reviewed in the next section.
While not all CSI spacetimes are l.h., the l.h. spacetimes will be shown
to play a vital role: for any CSI space there exists a l.h space with identical
invariants. For the Kundt CSI class this implies that there is a l.h. Kundt
metric having identical invariants to the non-homogeneous Kundt metric. It is
these metrics we will investigate here, in fact, we will classify such metrics using
the so-called Kundt triples.
We note that a similar result cannot hold, in general, for arbitrary signatures
as the following simple example shows [4]:
g = 2dx(dy + vdx) + 2du(dv + y4du).
This is a four dimensional neutral signature metric and it is CSI. However, it is
not l.h. since it only possesses only 3 Killing vector fields. Furthermore, there
is no l.h. metric which shares the same SPIs as this metric [4].
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review the general form
of degenerate Kundt metrics and we discuss the CSI conditions for these space-
times. In subsection 2.1 we introduce the specialized form of the Kundt∞ met-
rics and triples and show that any Kundt-CSI metric is related to a l.h. Kundt∞
triple. In section 3, we employ the CSI conditions to determine an eigenvec-
tor problem. By considering the dimension of the subspace spanned be these
eigenvectors in subsections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, we establish the form of all of the
Kundt∞ CSI triples. Finally in section 4, we review the results presented in the
paper and discuss possible avenues for future work.
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2 Kundt-CSI spacetimes
In arbitrary dimension, the metric for a Kundt spacetime can be written as
[8, 36]:
gK = 2du
[
dv + H˜(v, u, xk)du+ W˜i(v, u, x
k)dxi
]
+ hij(u, x
k)dxidxj , (2)
where hij , or without indices, h, is a Riemannian metric for the n − 2 trans-
verse space, which will be called the transverse metric. In a degenerate Kundt
spacetime, there exists a kinematic null frame such that all of the positive boost
weight (b.w.) terms of the Riemann tensor and all of its covariant derivatives
∇(k)(Riem) are zero (in this common frame) [34]. That is, relative to the
alignment classification it is of type II to all orders. For a degenerate Kundt
spacetime this property restricts the metric functions H and W to be of the
form:
H˜(v, u, xk) = v2H(2)(u, xk) + vH(1)(u, xk) +H(0)(u, xk),
W˜i(v, u, x
k) = vW
(1)
i (u, x
k) +W
(0)
i (u, x
k).
(3)
For a spacetime to be CSI, corollary 3.3 in [33] there exists a frame where all
of the curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives have constant components
or they are all of type II with all of their b.w. zero components constant. We
are interested in the latter case as this contains all I-degenerate CSI space-
times. Choosing a null frame adapted to the geodesic, shear-free, twist-free,
non-expanding null congruence ℓ it follows that a degenerate Kundt spacetime
is CSI if the b.w. zero components of the curvature tensor and its covariant
derivatives are constant, and this condition will place further restrictions on
the metric functions (3) and the transverse Riemannian metric. From theorem
4.1 in [8] the constancy of the transverse space’s curvature tensor and its co-
variant derivatives requires that h must be a l.h. metric and theorem 4.1 in
[6] provides a coordinate transformation to always remove dependence on the u
coordinate so that, hij,u = 0. In what follows we will always assume there is no
u-dependence in the transverse metric h.
There are additional conditions that must be imposed on the metric functions
that arise from the b.w. 0 components of the Riemann curvature tensor to ensure
that any SPI formed by the curvature tensor are constant:
R˜1212 = −2H
(2) +
1
4
(
W
(1)
i
)(
W i(1)
)
,
R˜12ij =W
(1)
[i;j],
R˜1i2j =
1
2
[
W
(1)
i;j −
1
2
(
W
(1)
i
)(
W
(1)
j
)]
,
R˜ijkl = Rijkl .
(4)
where Rijkl denotes the curvature tensor of the transverse space. Requiring
that the above components are constant is known as the CSI0 condition and
yields differential equations for the metric functions Wi and H for a degenerate
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Kundt metric:
σ = H(2) −
1
4
W
(1)
i W
i(1),
aij =W
(1)
[i;j],
sij =W
(1)
(i;j) −
1
2
W
(1)
i W
(1)
j ,
(5)
where σ, aij and sij are constants. Similarly, we must impose conditions on the
components of the covariant derivative of the curvature tensor, known as the
CSI1 condition:
R˜121i;2 = αi = σW
(1)
i −
1
2
(sij + aij)W
(1)j ,
R˜1ijk;2 = βijk =W
(1)lRlijk −W
(1)
i ajk + (si[j + ai[j)W
(1)
k] .
(6)
Using the CSI0 conditions in conjunction with the Ricci identities, βijk can be
rewritten as
βijk = (sij + aij);k − (sik + aik);j . (7)
2.1 Kundt∞ triples and Kundt∞ metrics.
In what follows, we will consider an (n + 2)-dimensional manifold, M˜ , with a
Lorentzian metric and an n-dimensional manifold, M , equipped with a Rieman-
nian metric acting as the transverse space for the Lorentzian metric.
Definition 2.1. A Kundt∞ metric is of the form:
g = 2du
(
dv + v2Hdu+ vW
)
+ h, (8)
where h is a Riemannian metric on some manifold M , W is a one-form on M ;
i.e, W ∈ Ω1(M), and H is a function on M , H ∈ Ω0(M).
Due to theorem 4.1 in [6], h will always be independent of the coordinate u.
The Kundt∞ metrics appear in the study of the near horizon geometry of a
degenerate Killing horizon [37] and more generally, the near horizon geometry
of non-expanding null surfaces [38]. Due to the generic form of the Kundt∞
metrics we can instead study an equivalent definition:
Definition 2.2. A Kundt∞ triple on M , is a triple (H,W ,h) where h is a
Riemannian metric on M , W ∈ Ω1(M), and H ∈ Ω0(M).
Following from this, we can define a l.h. Kundt∞ triple.
Definition 2.3. A locally homogeneous Kundt∞ triple on M , is a Kundt∞
triple where the corresponding Kundt∞ metric is locally homogeneous.
For any l.h. Kundt∞ triple the function H is of the form:
H =
σ
2
+
1
8
||W ||2, (9)
where σ is a constant, and ||W || is the norm ofW as induced by the metric h.
Therefore, the l.h. Kundt∞ triples are classified by W and h, and for a given
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dimension we wish to classify the l.h. Kundt∞ triples or equivalently the l.h.
Kundt∞ spaces.
Some light can be shed on the structure of these metrics. By slightly rewrit-
ing the metric, assuming v 6= 0:
g = 2vdu
(
dv
v
+Hvdu+W
)
+ h, (10)
one sees that the one-forms vdu and dv/v are left-invariant one-forms on the 2-
dimensional solvable group. There are two obvious choices for the Kundt triples
that will yield a (locally) homogeneous space:
• A l.h. metric, h, on M with W = 0 and H constant.
• A l.h. metric, h, on M with a left-invariant one-form on M , W , and H
of the form (9).
These are the trivial cases and we will aim to determine the existence of non-
trivial l.h. Kundt∞ triples and classify them.
To show how the Kundt∞ metrics are important in the classification of
Lorentzian CSI metrics, we will consider the diffeomorphism, φt, generated by
an appropriate boost in the null plane spanned by ℓ and n with respect to a
point p˜ ∈ M˜ for a Kundt-CSI metric, gK . We will show the resulting metric
in the limit limt→∞ φ
∗
t gK = g0 is a l.h. Kundt
∞ metric [4]. Explicitly, if in
coordinates (v, u, xi)
∣∣
p
= (0, u0, x
i
0), then the limiting Kundt
∞ triple is given
by
(H,W ,h) =
(
H(2)(u0, x
k), W
(1)
i (u0, x
k)dxi, hij(u0, x
k)dxidxj
)
.
The choice of v = 0 may be chosen without loss of generality since the mapping
v 7→ v − v0 is an I-preserving diffeomorphism for degenerate Kundt metrics
[39, 40, 41].
With this limiting process we can prove a helpful result for CSI Kundt∞
triples.
Proposition 2.4. Given a degenerate Kundt-CSI metric, there is a correspond-
ing Kundt∞ triple, (H,W ,h), with the following properties:
1. The Kundt∞ metric is of algebraic type Dk (type D to all orders).
2. The Kundt∞ metric is characterized by its invariants.
3. The Kundt∞ metric has identical invariants to the I-degenerate Kundt-
CSI metric.
4. (H,W ,h) is a locally homogeneous Kundt∞ triple.
Proof. The diffeomorphism φt is generated by a boost, X. In the limit the
curvature tensors are necessarily invariant under the action of φt and it is thus
an isometry of g0 [4]. Consequently, it is of type D
k and a doubly-degenerate
Kundt spacetime [34]. To show the second property, we note that type Dk
tensors have closed orbits under the action of the Lorentz group [33] and are
therefore characterized by their invariants. The third property also follows from
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the action of φt, this is a continuous mapping which leaves any SPI of the orig-
inal space invariant for all finite t, and hence the limit metric has necessarily
identical invariants as well [4]. The fourth follows from the fact that it is CSI
and of type D to all orders. Since the SPIs characterize the components of the
curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives [28] there exists a frame where
the components of the curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives are all
constant. In analogy with the Riemannian space where the condition that the
corresponding curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives have constant com-
ponents imply that the Riemannian metric is l.h. [1], any type Dk spacetime
with constant components must have a l.h. metric [28].
The limit of the diffeomorphism φt as t → ∞ can be applied to any I-
degenerate CSI spacetimes as well, since the alignment theorem implies that
they are necessarily of alignment type II to all orders with constant b.w. zero
components [33]. Following the proof of theorem 2.1 for Lorentzian metrics
in [3] and the discussion of theorem 3.1 in [4], since the diffeomorphism φt is
generated by a boost, in the limit t→∞ the resulting tensors are well defined at
any point, with all negative b.w. components going to zero while the b.w. zero
components are unchanged and constant by assumption. That is, at each point
of the manifold, the resulting curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives are
all of type D with constant components and we can associate a l.h. Kundt∞
triple to this point. Furthermore, as the original I-degenerate spacetime is CSI,
this procedure will give the same l.h Kundt∞ triple at any point.
Corollary 2.5. For any I-degenerate CSI spacetime, there is a corresponding
l.h. Kundt∞ triple with an identical set of SPIs I.
Given a degenerate Kundt CSI metric gK , taking the limit of the diffeomor-
phism φt, with respect to a point p˜ ∈ M˜ generated by the boost defined in [4]
produces a Kundt∞ CSI metric, g0,
lim
t→∞
φ∗tgK = g0.
This limit destroys any information about the functions H(1), H(0), and W (0)
in the original Kundt CSI metric. A new generic Kundt-CSI metric can be
constructed by adding arbitrary functions, H(1), H(0), and W (0) to the metric
functions in (3) of a l.h. Kundt∞ metric. The addition of these functions will
contribute to the negative b.w. components of the curvature tensor and its
covariant derivatives, with no effect to the b.w. zero components, therefore
it will be of alignment type II to all orders and hence I-degenerate [33]. As
this metric has the same H(2), W
(1)
i and l.h. transverse metric h, the b.w.
zero components of the curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives will be
identical and will produce the same constant SPIs as the original l.h. Kundt
metric [28]. Requiring that the Riemann tensor and its covariant derivatives
are of a more special secondary algebraic type with respect to n, will yield
differential equations for the metric functions H(1), H(0), and W (0).
The relationship between a non-l.h. Kundt-CSI metric and the correspond-
ing l.h Kundt∞ triple can be summarised as:
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Proposition 2.6. Given a Kundt-CSI metric, gK . If the metric is not locally
homogeneous then the metric is of the form:
gK = 2du
[
dv + H˜(v, u, xk)du+ W˜i(v, u, x
k)dxi
]
+ hij(x
k)dxidxj , (11)
with
H˜(v, u, xk) = v2H(2)(xk) + vH(1)(u, xk) +H(0)(u, xk),
W˜i(v, u, x
k) = vW
(1)
i (x
k) +W
(0)
i (u, x
k) (12)
and the triple
(H,W ,h) =
(
H(2)(xk), W
(1)
i (x
k)dxi, hij(x
k)dxidxj
)
is a locally homogeneous Kundt∞ triple.
Proof. Since the space is not l.h. but CSI it must be of aligned type II (or
simpler, not D) due to corollary 3.3 in [33]. As the metric has been assumed
to be Kundt it is necessarily degenerate Kundt and of the form (2). The CSI
conditions for the curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives restricted to
the transverse space imply that a coordinate transformation can be used to
remove all dependence on the coordinate u in hij in (2) [6]. At every point
one can now apply a limit of the boost given in the proof of proposition 2.4:
limt→∞ φ
∗
tgK = g0 to show that the related Kundt triple (H,W,h) is l.h.
For the remainder of the paper, when discussing Kundt∞ triples, we will
denote the metric function H(2) as H and the one-form W components, W
(1)
i
as Wi.
3 CSI conditions for Kundt∞ triples
We will show that if the CSI0 and CSI1 conditions are satisfied for a Kundt
∞
metric then it will be CSI. From proposition 2.6 this will imply that any Kundt-
CSI spacetime is CSI if the CSI0 and CSI1 conditions are fulfilled. The CSI0
and CSI1 conditions in equations (5) and (6) can be written in a simpler form
for the Kundt∞ triples [6]:
dW =W[i;j]ω
i ∧ ωj =
1
2
aijω
i ∧ ωj , (13)
W(i;j) −
1
2
WiWj = sij , (14)
σWi −
1
2
(sij + aij)W
j = αi, (15)
WnRnijk −Wiajk + (si[j + ai[j)Wk] = βijk, (16)
where aij , sij , αi and βijk are left-invariant tensors on h.
Since h must be a l.h. space to ensure that the components of the transverse
space’s curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives are constant [1, 8] there
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exists (locally) a set of n linearly independent Killing vector fields, ξk, k =
1, ..., n so that the Lie derivatives of aij , sij and αi with respect to ξk all vanish.
Taking the Lie derivative of equation (15), yields
2σvi − (sij + aij)v
j = 0, (17)
where v := £ξkW , for some k. Consequently, v is an eigenvector of (sij + aij)
with eigenvalue 2σ. If v = 0, then this is automatically satisfied, but if v 6= 0,
then (sij + aij) must have a non-trivial eigenvector with eigenvalue 2σ. Let us
therefore define the vector space:
I1 =
{
£ξkW
∣∣ ξk is Killing} , (18)
and, iteratively,
In+1 =
{
£ξkv
∣∣ ξk is Killing,v ∈ In} . (19)
Now, we quickly see that for any v ∈ In, equation (17) must hold. Consider
therefore a point, p ∈M , and let
Ip = span{I
1
∣∣
p
, I2
∣∣
p
, ..., In
∣∣
p
, ...} ⊂ TpM. (20)
The following analysis now breaks into cases considering the different dimensions
of Ip with 0 ≤ dim Ip ≤ n. We will consider the extreme cases first, when
dim Ip = 0 and dim Ip = n.
3.1 dim Ip = 0
Here, £ξkW = 0 at p, if this is true over a neighbourhood, thenW must be left-
invariant with respect to the set {ξk}. This further implies that the remaining
equations (13) and (14) are identically satisfied as well.
3.2 dim Ip = n
This is the maximal dimension and equation (17) implies that
(sij + aij) = 2σδij .
Hence the anti-symmetric part must vanish, aij = 0, and the remaining sym-
metric piece is diagonal, sij = 2σδij or equivalently sij = 2σhij since the frame
basis for the transverse space is orthonormal.
Lemma 3.1. If dim Ip = n for all p ∈ M , then (M,h) is locally maximally
symmetric with Riemann tensor of the form:
Rijlm = σ (hilhjm − himhjl) .
Proof. The equivalent form of βijk = R1ijk;2 in (7) along with the conditions
that aij = 0 and sij = 2σδij forces βijk = 0. Substituting sij = 2σδij and aij = 0
into the original definition of βijk = 0 in (16), then by repeated application of
the Lie derivative with respect to the Killing vector fields we can determine the
components Rlijk, since there is an associated orthonormal basis {ω
i} of Ip.
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To determine W , we must solve the equations (13) and (14) with aij = 0,
and sij = 2σhij . The first implies dW = 0, and hence,W can be locally written
as W = dφ. Then, using the substitution f = exp(−φ/2), equation (14) gives
the following linear equation:
f;ij = −σhijf. (21)
Let us consider the σ = 0 (flat) case first as we will see all the other cases can
be lifted to the flat case of one dimension higher. That is, we will examine En,
with σ = 0 and employ Cartesian coordinates so that the covariant derivatives
are ordinary derivatives and we must solve the equation:
∂i∂jf = 0.
This has the general solution f = αix
i+ b, where αi is a constant ’vector’ and b
is a constant. Using the isometries of En consisting of rotations, SO(n−1), and
translations, we can rotate so that αi = (α1, 0, ..., 0). Then using translations,
assuming αi 6= 0, we can set b = 0. This then gives:
W = d(−2 ln f) = −
2
x1
dx1.
If αi = 0 then we get
W = d(−2 ln f) = 0,
so this is the trivial case.
For σ 6= 0, there is no loss of generality to assume σ = ǫ = ±1 (up to scaling).
We can now lift the metric h to the flat cone by considering h embedded in
g˜ = ǫdr2 + r2h (flat space) at r = 1, and employ the following [42]:
Theorem 3.2. Let g˜ = ǫdr2+ r2h be the lift of h to the flat cone of dimension
(n+1). Then the function Φ is a solution to ∇˜a∇˜bΦ = 0 if and only if Φ(r, x
i) =
rf(xi) + b where f is a solution to equation (21).
Proof. By introducing orthonormal co-frames
{
ωi
}
on h and {ω˜a} =
{
dr, ωi
}
on g˜, then we find the non-zero rotation coefficients:
Γ˜irj =
1
r
δij , Γ˜
i
jk =
1
r
Γijk.
Thus, for a function F (r, xi):
dF = F;rdr + F;iω˜
i = F;rdr +
1
r
F;iω
i.
Consequently:
∇˜r∇˜rF = F,rr, (22)
∇˜r∇˜iF = −
1
r2
F,i +
1
r
F,ir , (23)
∇˜i∇˜jF =
1
r2
F,ji −
1
r2
ΓkjiF,k +
1
r
ǫδijF,r =
1
r2
∇i∇jF +
1
r
ǫδijF,r. (24)
So requiring ∇˜a∇˜bΦ = 0 we get Φ,rr = 0 implying Φ = rf(x
i) + b(xi) for some
functions f and b. Next, the (ir)-components give b,i = 0, consequently, b is a
constant. Finally, the equations ∇˜i∇˜jΦ = 0 and equation (24) give:
1
r
∇i∇jf +
1
r
ǫδijf = 0,
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which, in an arbitrary frame can be written as:
∇i∇jf = −ǫhijf.
The theorem is now proven.
The lift enables us to consider the cases σ = +1 and σ = −1 when (h,M)
are (locally) the n-sphere Sn and the hyperbolic space Hn, respectively. Note
also that the isometries of Sn and Hn are the isometries of En+1 and En,1 that
leave the sphere and hyperboloid, respectively, invariant. The corresponding
groups are SO(n) and SO(n− 1, 1), respectively, and are the isotropy groups of
the origin of the flat cone.
For each case, the general solution of the equation ∇˜a∇˜bΦ = 0 can be
obtained using Cartesian coordinates (xa). In particular,
g˜ = ǫ(dx1)2 + (dx2)2 + ...+ (dxn+1)2,
so that the connection is trivial and the covariant derivatives are ordinary deriva-
tives. Hence,
Φ = αax
a + b,
where αa are constants and b is a constant.
We can now utilize the isometries of Sn and Hn to simplify the ’vector’ αa
so that there is one case for Sn,
Φ = α1x
1 + b,
and three cases for Hn:
1. Timelike case: Φ = α1x
1 + b.
2. Lightlike case: Φ = (x1 + x2) + b.
3. Spacelike case: Φ = α2x
2 + b.
As we are interested in the one-form W = −2d ln f we may ignore the
constant b so that Φ = rf(xi) in the original coordinates and we can consider
the lifted one-form Wˆ = −2d ln r +W . Using this one-form we can prove the
following result relating Ip to I
1|p.
Corollary 3.3. For a l.h. Kundt triple with a maximally symmetric Rieman-
nian manifold, (M,h), if the one-form, W , is not left-invariant then
dimI1|p = dimIp = n.
Proof. When σ = 0, no lift is necessary. Due to the specific form of W given
in this case,W = − 2
x1
dx1, the infinitesimal generators of rotations in the x1-xi
plane i ∈ [2, n] along with translations in the x1 direction generate a collection
of n linearly independent one-forms under Lie differentiation. Therefore, from
equation (18) dimI1|p = n at any point in M .
In the ǫ = 1 case, relative to the original coordinates where Φ = α1x
1+b, Lie
differentiation of Wˆ = −2d lnΦ with the infinitesimal generators of rotations
in the x1-xi plane for i ∈ [2, n+ 1] along with translations in the x1 direction
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yield the necessary n+ 1 linearly independent one-forms. Then by fixing r = 1
we recover n linearly independent one-forms on M .
When ǫ = −1, there is a subgroup of SO(n − 1, 1) that will generate I1|p
for each case depending on the form of Φ in the original coordinates. For the
timelike case, we may use the infinitesimal generators of the boosts in the x1-xi
plane for i ∈ [2, n+ 1] and translations in the x1 direction. In the null case, we
can employ the infinitesimal generators of Sim(n− 2) leaving the null direction
x1+x2 fixed and translations in the x1 and x2 directions. Lastly, in the spacelike
case, the infinitesimal generators of rotations about the x2 axis, boosts in the
x1−x2 plane and translations in the x2 direction will be sufficient. Again, fixing
r = 1 yields the needed n one-forms in I1|p to span Ip for any p ∈M .
Interestingly, this trick of lifting the equations to the flat cone implies not
only that we can find all solutions to the CSI equations, but the symmetries
imply that many cases given in [6] are the same. In fact, for example, the Sn
case, there is only one (up to isometries) Kundt∞ triple.
Before we give the explicit metrics, let us state a useful observation. Using
the function f we can write W = −2d ln f (so that W does not depend on
a constant scaling of f). By taking the corresponding Kundt∞ metric, the
coordinate change f2v˜ = v, allows us to rewrite the metric:
g = 2f2du
(
dv˜ + v˜2Hdu
)
+ h,
where
H =
1
2
(
σf2 + ||df ||2
)
.
Taking the covariant derivative:
∇iH = (∂
jf)(σhijf + f;ji);
hence,H is constant if equation (21) is satisfied, or if f is constant (thenW = 0).
Setting σ = ǫ and lifting to the flat cone, we can write:
H =
1
2
〈dΦ, dΦ〉g˜ =
1
2
(∂aΦ)(∂
aΦ).
In particular, this means the timelike, lightlike, and spacelike cases of the Hn
metric have H < 0, H = 0, and H > 0 respectively.
By restricting to r = 1, we can choose a suitable set of coordinates on Sn
and Hn. Then the Kundt metrics for each case are:
• Sn: f = cosx
g = 2du
[
dv +
v2
2
(
1 + tan2 x
)
du+ 2v tanxdx
]
+ dx2 + sin2 xdΩ2n−1.
• H
n:
1. Timelike case: f = coshx
g = 2du
[
dv +
v2
2
(
−1 + tanh2 x
)
du− 2v tanhxdx
]
+dx2+sinh2 xdΩ2n−1.
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2. Lightlike case: f = e−x
g = 2du [dv + 2vdx] + dx2 + e−2xdE2n−1.
3. Spacelike case: f = sinhx
g = 2du
[
dv +
v2
2
(
−1 + coth2 x
)
du− 2v cothxdx
]
+dx2+cosh2 xdH2n−1.
3.3 0 < dim Ip < n
To study the possible choices for the l.h. transverse space of a given CSI Kundt
triple, (H,W ,h) with dim Ip ∈ (0, n), we will first prove a useful result about
the eigenvectors of 2σ. Motivated by corollary 3.3, we will examine the dimen-
sion of I1|p for an arbitrary point p ∈ M . In what follows the rank of the
eigensubspace I1|p is 0 < m ≤ dimIp < n, while k is the number of linearly
independent Killing vector fields acting on the transverse space. We will assume
that dim I1|p = m for all p ∈M .
Lemma 3.4. Defining v˜I = £ξIW , I ∈ [1,m], a basis for the Killing vector
fields can be chosen such that
v˜I = £ξIW , and £ξIˆW = 0, Iˆ ∈ [m+ 1, k].
Proof. As the rank of the vector space is m, we may always write:
£ξαW = CJαv˜
J , α ∈ [1, k],
where CIJ = δIJ . The coefficients must be constant, since W satisfies
dW = aijm
i ∧mj
relative to the left-invariant basis, and so
£ξdW = d£ξW = 0
for any Killing vector field. This implies dv˜I = 0 and therefore
d£ξαW = d(CJα)v˜
J = 0.
Choosing a new basis where ξ˜I = ξI and ξ˜Iˆ = B
α
Iˆ
ξα with the components of
the matrix B constant, the requirement that the Lie derivative of the remaining
vector fields vanishes gives a constraint on B and C:
£ξ˜
Iˆ
W = B α
Iˆ
CJαv˜
J = 0.
For fixed Iˆ this represents vector-matrix multiplication where the rank of the
k × m matrix C must be m and the dimension k, the rank nullity theorem
implies the dimension of the null space of C is
Null(C) = k −m.
Thus we can choose the rows of B α
Iˆ
to be the basis vector fields of the null
space so that
£ξ˜
Lˆ
W = 0.
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There is one more issue to address: whether the set of Killing vector fields
ξ
Iˆ
for which £ξ
Iˆ
W = 0 generates additional eigenvectors through Lie differen-
tiation of vI :
Lemma 3.5. If the rank of I1|p is m, no new linearly independent eigenvectors
appear from £ξ
Kˆ
v˜I = £ξ
Kˆ
£ξIW .
Proof. Choosing v˜I = £ξIW , I ∈ [1,m] and £ξKˆW = 0, Kˆ ∈ [m + 1, k], we
will consider £ξα£ξIW , α ∈ [1, k], using the Jacobi identity:
£ξα£ξIW = £ξI£ξαW +£[ξα,ξI ]W
= £ξI£ξαW + C
β
αI£ξβW
= £ξI£ξαW + C
J
αI£ξJW .
Restricting indices to the interval [m+ 1, k], i.e., α = Kˆ, since £ξ
Kˆ
W = 0 this
expression becomes:
£ξ
Kˆ
£ξIW =
∑
J
CJ
KˆI
v˜J ,
The only way to generate additional linearly independent eigenvectors is by
repeated application of the Lie derivatives with respect to the set {ξI}, and this
will not impact the set of Killing vector fields where £ξ
Kˆ
W = 0.
Lemma 3.6. Relative to the orthonormal basis adapted to the eigenvectors aris-
ing from Lie differentiation of W with respect to the set of Killing vector fields
{ξI}
m
I=1, the non-zero Riemann tensor components are
RIJKL, RIjˆKlˆ, and Riˆjˆkˆlˆ
where I, J,K, L ∈ [1,m] and iˆ, jˆ, kˆ, lˆ ∈ [m + 1, n]. The components RIJKL are
of the form:
RIJKL = σ[δIKδJL − δILδJK ].
Proof. Taking the Lie derivative ofW with respect to them Killing vector fields
yields a basis of m eigencovectors, {v˜I}, which are related to the orthonormal
basis {vI} on the eigenspace I1|p ⊂ TpM through an invertible matrix v˜
I =
AILv
L. This basis can be extended to produce a coframe which diagonalizes
the metric, {m˜i} = {v1, · · · vm,mm+1, · · · ,mn}, the matrix sij + aij takes the
form:
sij + aij =


2σδij i, j ∈ [1,m]
0 i ∈ [m+ 1, n], j ∈ [1,m]
sij + aij i, j ∈ [m+ 1, n].
Taking the Lie derivative of equation (16) with respect to ξN and expressing
this relative to the new coframe:
0 = (£ξNW
n)Rnijk − (£ξNW i)ajk + (si[j + ai[j)(£ξIW k])
= A LN δ
n
L Rnijk −A
L
N δLiajk + (si[j + ai[j)A
L
|N δL|k]
= A LN [RLijk − δLiajk + (si[j + ai[j)δL|k]].
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We can consider six cases for the remaining indices (ijk),
{(IJK), (ˆijˆkˆ), (Ijˆkˆ), (IJkˆ), (ˆiJK), (ˆiJkˆ)}.
The components with (ˆijˆkˆ) and (ˆiJK) automatically give:
R
Liˆjˆkˆ
= RLiˆJK = 0.
The components with (IJkˆ) are,
A LN [RLIJkˆ − δLIaJkˆ −
1
2
(s
Ikˆ
+ a
Ikˆ
)δLJ ] = 0,
since s
kˆI
+ a
kˆI
= 0 and s
kˆI
is symmetric, then s
Ikˆ
= s
kˆI
= −a
kˆI
and so:
A LN RLIJkˆ = A
L
N [δLIaJkˆ + aIkˆδLJ ]. (25)
Symmetrizing the last two indices so that the left hand side vanishes we find
that,
A LN RLI(Jkˆ) = δLJaIkˆ = 0
and so the components a
Ikˆ
must vanish.
In a similar manner, we find that the components with (Ijˆkˆ) it follows that
A LN [RLIjˆkˆ − δLIajˆkˆ] = 0.
Since R
LIjˆkˆ
is anti-symmetric with respect to the first two indices, a
jˆkˆ
must
vanish. This allows for a simplification in the (ˆiJkˆ) components,
A LN [RLiˆJkˆ − (sˆikˆ + aiˆkˆ)δLJ ] = 0.
Imposing the vanishing of a
jˆkˆ
this identity becomes
A LN [RLiˆJkˆ − sˆikˆδLJ ] = 0.
Finally, the components with ijk = IJK are of the form,
A LN (RLIJK + 2σδI[Jδ|L|K]) = 0.
Proposition 3.7. For any Kundt Triple, with 0 < dimIp < n, the transverse
space can be decomposed into a locally homogeneous semi-direct product, with
the coordinates (xC , xcˆ) lying in the range C ∈ [1,m] and cˆ ∈ [m+ 1, n]:
h = hAB(x
C)dxAdxB + h
aˆbˆ
(xA, xcˆ)dxaˆdxbˆ,
where hAB is a maximally symmetric space, and haˆbˆ is a locally homogeneous
space with the following conditions on the curvature tensor:
R
IjˆKlˆ
= s
jˆlˆ
δIK ,
R
IJkˆlˆ
= R
Ijˆkˆlˆ
= 0.
(26)
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Proof. Relative to the orthonormal coframe {m˜i} = {v1, · · · vm,mm+1, · · · ,mn},
the non-zero Riemann tensor components are:
RIJKL, RIjˆKlˆ, and Riˆjˆkˆlˆ,
where
RIJKL = σ(δIKδJL − δILδJK). (27)
As σ is constant, RIJKL;n1···nk = 0, k > 0, while RIjˆKlˆ;n1···nk and Riˆjˆjˆkˆ;n1···nk
are non-zero. Using the Cartan-Karlhede algorithm [9, 43], this implies that the
metric is related by a coordinate transformation to some metric of the form:
hab = hAB(x
C)dxAdxB + h
aˆbˆ
(xC , xcˆ)dxaˆdxbˆ,
where hAB is the metric for a maximally symmetric space.
Choosing a frame such that:
m IAm
J
B δIJ = hAB, m
iˆ
aˆm
jˆ
bˆ
δiˆjˆ = haˆbˆ,
with hAB a maximally symmetric space. The connection coefficients Γijk (Γijk =
−Γjik) are given by the formulae:
Γikj =
1
2
(Dijk −Djki +Dkij), Dijk = −mi[a;b]m
a
j m
b
k .
Relative to this metric, the non-zero connection coefficients are ΓIJK ,Γiˆjˆkˆ,ΓIkˆjˆ
and Γ
jˆkˆI
, with the last two defined as
Γ
Ikˆjˆ
=
1
2
(D
jˆIkˆ
+D
kˆIiˆ
), Γ
jˆkˆI
=
1
2
(D
jˆIkˆ
−D
kˆIiˆ
), (28)
where D
jˆIkˆ
= −mjˆaˆ,Bm
B
I m
aˆ
kˆ
.
The non-zero Riemann tensor components are
RIJKL, RIJkˆlˆ, RIjˆKlˆ, RIiˆjˆkˆ and Riˆjˆjˆkˆ
where RIJKL is of the form (27). Assuming this is a l.h. space, we must impose
that R
IJkˆlˆ
and R
Iiˆjˆkˆ
vanish and R
IjˆKlˆ
= s
jˆlˆ
δIK .
Despite the strict conditions on the l.h. transverse space, there are many pos-
sibilities for the semi-direct product of the Riemannian metrics. Some specific
forms can be found by imposing conditions on the isotropy group using theorem
1.8 in [44]:
Theorem 3.8. Let G be a semi-simple group with finite center and no local
SL2(R)-factor, acting isometrically, faithfully, and nonproperly on a Lorentz
manifold M˜ . Then
1. G has a local factor G1 isomorphic to O(1, n) with n ≥ 2 or O(2, n) with
n ≥ 3;
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2. There exists a Lorentz manifold S, isometric, up to finite cover, to dSn or
AdSn+1, depending whether G1 is isomorphic to O(1, n) or O(2, n), and
an open subset of M˜ in which each G1-orbit is homothetic to S;
3. Any such orbit as above has a G1-invariant neighbourhood isometric to a
warped product L×w S, for L a Riemannian manifold.
Applying this result to the l.h. Kundt triples we have the following result:
Lemma 3.9. For any locally homogeneous Kundt∞ triple with a subgroup of
the isotropy group isomorphic to O(1, n˜) with n˜ ≥ 2 or O(2, n˜) with n˜ ≥ 3
acting nonproperly on the manifold, it is isometric (up to finite cover) to a
direct product manifold, L× dSn˜ or L ×AdSn˜+1 respectively, where L is a l.h.
Riemannian manifold and dim Ip = n˜.
Proof. For any warped product L×wdSn˜ or L×wAdSn˜+1, the transverse metric
is of the form:
efg′ + h,
where g′ is the metric for dSn˜ or AdSn˜+1 given in subsection 3.2, h is a Rie-
mannian metric on L and f ∈ Ω0(L). In order to be CSI, we have shown that
h must be a l.h. metric. To determine the form of f , we employ a change of
coordinates efv′ = v to bring the metric into Kundt form with
H = e−fH ′, WA =W
′
A and Wa = −f,a,
where the indices A range over the coordinate indices for g′ and a range over
the coordinate indices for h. Since H ′ is of the form:
H ′ =
ǫ
2
+
1
8
W ′BW
B′ , ǫ = −1, 0, 1. (29)
To be CSI0 the function H must satisfy
H = e−fH ′ =
σ
2
+
1
8
(W ′BW
B′ + f,bf
,b)
for some constant σ. Differentiating with respect to xA,
H,A = e
−fH ′,A =
1
8
(W ′BW
B′),A,
and substituting the form of H ′ in (29) gives the following condition for f :
e−f (W ′BW
B′),A − (W
′
BW
B′),A = 0,
this can only occur if e−f = 1. Since Wa = f,a = 0, and g
′ is maximally
symmetric, it follows that dimIp = n˜.
When the isotropy group is not isomorphic to SO(n˜) or SO(1, n˜) it is difficult
to determine additional conditions for the l.h. semi-direct product. However,
in the special case of warped products we can say something definite.
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Theorem 3.10. For any l.h. Kundt triple with dim I1|p = m and 0 < dim Ip <
n. If the transverse space is a locally homogeneous warped product:
h = hAB(x
C)dxAdxB + e2f(x
A)h
aˆbˆ
(xcˆ)dxaˆdxbˆ,
where the coordinates (xC , xcˆ) lie in the range C ∈ [1,m] and cˆ ∈ [m + 1, n],
hAB is a maximally symmetric space, and haˆbˆ is a locally homogeneous space,
then the function f(xA) must satisfy:
−[∇mKmI(f) +mK(f)mI(f)] = SδKI ,
where S is a constant arising from siˆjˆ = Sδiˆjˆ.
Proof. From the proof of (3.7), the connection coefficients with mixed indices
are
Γ
Ikˆjˆ
= −m BJ f,Bδjˆkˆ, ΓjˆkˆI = 0.
Computing the curvature tensor gives one set of non-zero components with
mixed-indices
R
IjˆKlˆ
= mK(ΓIjˆlˆ)− Γ
L
jˆlˆ
ΓLIK − Γ
iˆ
Klˆ
ΓIjˆiˆ (30)
= [mK(mI(f))−mL(f)Γ
L
IK −mK(f)mI(f)]δjˆlˆ.
Requiring that R
IjˆKlˆ
= s
jˆlˆ
δIK and simplifying this expression completes the
proof.
For any such warped product, the isotropy group will, at least, consist of the
isotropy group of the maximally symmetric Riemannian space and the boosts.
Regardless of the form of the l.h. semi-direct product of the transverse space,
we can state the following result:
Theorem 3.11. Any CSI Kundt∞ metric with dim I1|p = m and 0 < m ≤
dim Ip < n has a locally homogeneous transverse metric arising from the semi-
direct product with the metric, h, of a maximally symmetric space (Em, Sm or
H
m depending on the sign of σ) and the metric, h′, of a locally homogeneous
space:
g = 2du
[
dv + v2
[
σ
2
+
1
8
(WAWA +W
′aˆ
W
′
aˆ)
]
du+ v(WAdx
A +W ′aˆdx
aˆ)
]
+hAB(x
C)dxAdxB + h′
aˆbˆ
(xA, xcˆ)dxaˆdxbˆ. (31)
The one-form W = dφ is defined on the maximally symmetric space through
the differential equations:
f;AB = −σhABf, f = exp(−φ/2), (32)
which has solutions for each value of σ given in subsection 3.2. The remaining
one-form W ′ is a left-invariant one-form of the entire transverse space.
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Proof. From Proposition 3.7 it follows the transverse space must be a semi-
direct product of a maximally symmetric space with a l.h. space. Then Lemma
3.1 and Theorem 3.2 give the corresponding form for the part of W projected
to the vI basis.
The remaining one-form,W ′, relative to the miˆ basis must be left-invariant
in order to preserve the condition that dim I1|p = m. To see why consider the
expression for R˜121i;2 = αi where W¯ =W +W
′
σW¯i − 2(aij + sij)W¯
j = αi.
As we have a basis of eigenvectors v iI = £ξIW¯
i satisfying
σvI i − 2(aij + sij)v
i
I ,
we can choose an orthonormal basis adapted to the eigenvectors, implying that
αI = 0 since
aIJ + sIJ =
σ
2
δIJ .
For the remaining components, αiˆ we have the following expression
W¯iˆ − 2sˆijˆW¯
jˆ = αiˆ,
where aiˆjˆ vanishes due to the basis as chosen in the proof of lemma 3.6. Taking
the Lie derivative of αiˆ with respect to ξiˆ gives
σ£ξ
kˆ
W¯iˆ − 2sˆijˆ£ξkˆW¯
jˆ = 0.
As we have assumed that vI forms an m-dimensional basis of the eigenvectors
for the eigenvalue σ of aij + sij in I
1|p it follows that £ξ
kˆ
W¯iˆ must vanish, and
W¯iˆ =W
′
iˆ
is left-invariant.
Examples of these intermediately ranked spaces can be found among the
Lorentzian solvmanifolds admitting extra symmetries [45]. For example,
2du(dv + 2pvdx) + dx2 + e−2px
m∑
A=1
(dyA)2 +
n−m−1∑
i=1
e−2qix(dzi)2,
which has dim Ip = m. Other examples can also be found by considering more
complicated solvmanifolds, see [46, 47, 45] for how they can be constructed1.
4 Conclusion
For any I-degenerate CSI spacetime, we can employ the diffeomorphism φt
generated by a boost at a point p˜ ∈ M˜ and take the limit as t→∞ to generate
a new l.h. CSI spacetime which is of alignment type D to all orders, called a
l.h. Kundt∞ triple. Assuming that all I-degenerate spacetimes belong to the
1In these papers Einstein solvmanifolds are emphasized but the general constuction is
outlined.
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degenerate Kundt class, any other CSI spacetime (which is not l.h.) can be
constructed by adding additional metric functions to the form of the Kundt∞
triple metric with the same SPIs.
Motivated by this fact, we have classified the (n+2)-dimensional l.h. Kundt∞
triples by determining the permitted forms for (σ,W ,h) using the CSI0 and
CSI1 conditions [6]. Taking the Lie derivative of the CSI1 condition (15) with
respect to the Killing vector fields yields an eigenvector problem for the eigen-
value σ and a corresponding eigenbasis, Ip in the tangent space at each point
given in (20).
When dim Ip = n the l.h. Kundt
∞ triples correspond to the maximally
symmetric spacetimes, andW is the gradient of a function f satisfying a differ-
ential equation (14). At the other extreme, if dim Ip = 0 the l.h. Kundt triples
correspond to the well-known case where W is a left-invariant one-form on the
l.h. transverse space h. In the intermediate case 0 < dim Ip < n, the general
form of the l.h. Kundt∞ triples is described by theorem 3.11.
In future work, we will examine the set of l.h. Kundt∞ triples which are
Einstein, and investigate the existence of universal spacetimes within this re-
stricted class of CSI spacetimes for composite dimension [24]. Noting that the
l.h. Kundt∞ triples belong to the type Dk spacetimes and hence the curvature
tensor and its covariant derivatives to all orders are of alignment type D [28], we
will determine the explicit form of the type Dk metrics as a subclass of the de-
generate Kundt spacetimes [48]. We note that the limiting process used to gen-
erate the l.h. Kundt∞ triples is not applicable to other CSI pseudo-Riemannian
metrics. However, it is of interest to identify the subset of pseudo-Riemannian
metrics whose limit are l.h. metrics, this will be explored in the case of 4D
neutral signature metrics.
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